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What does carbon zero mean?

Definition of Zero: the mathematical symbol 0 denotes the ab-
sence of all magnitude or quantity

• To comply across all sectors: all industrial 
sources of CO2 must be converted to run 
on zero carbon emitting energies.

• Scientific reality: if any industrial pollution 
CO2 is added to the atmosphere stabilisation 
of atmospheric CO2 cannot happen.

• The end of the fossil fuel energy era: all 
fossil fuel energy must be replaced by 
100% non polluting renewable energy.

0 carbon refers to 0 carbon dioxide emissions.



The changing definitions of carbon zero

Since 2006, the government has been gradually tightening Building 
Regulations Part L with the objective to achieve zero carbon 
homes by 2016.

Originally “Zero Carbon Home” was defined as one with no carbon emissions.

In 2011 government relaxed this definition by extracting “unregulated energy”

Between 2012 & 2014 government started examining “cost effective” ways of 
meeting proposed 2016 standards.

In parallel with Building Regulations, a new standard “Code for Sustainable Homes” 
was launched in December 2006



Code Level Current energy standard 
(Percentage improvement 
over 2006 Part L)

When change to 
regulations should 
take place

Comment

1 10% -

2 18% -

3 25% 2010 25% (on schedule)

4 44% 2013 6% (Code 4 delayed to 2016)

5 100% regulated emissions 70% onsite +30% allowable solutions 
(unregulated energy omitted)

6 zero carbon onsite - 100% 
onsite plus appliances 
(equivalent to approximately 
150% in total)

2016 “Zero Carbon Home” -70% onsite + 
allowable solutions to reach zero carbon

The changing definitions of carbon zero
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28% reduction from 2002

Where are we now?
Changes to Part L 2013

•  Introduction of Fabric Efficiency Standards (FEES)
•  6% Domestic improvements to Part L1
•  9% Commercial improvements to Part L2
•  Not reached target of Code 4



Building Type Target Reduction for Notional  Building over 2010

Distribution warehouse 4%

Deep plan office AC 12%

Retail warehouse 8%

Shallow plan office AC 13%

Hotel 12%

School 9%

Small warehouse 3%

9% Commercial improvements to Part L2 is actually 
an aggregated figure across building types

Where are we now?



Unregulated Energy

Included
Regulated electricity: space heating, hot water, lighting and ventilation

Excluded
Unregulated electricity: appliances including cooking equipment

Annual carbon emission

2010 Part L home 4.0 tonnes per year

Genuine carbon zero home 0.0 tonnes per year

Remove need for unregulated electricity +1.7 tonnes



Regulated

Unregulated

Domestic Energy Use Commercial Energy Use

Dishwasher 2%

Hot water 13%

Hot water 7%

Lighting 10%

Lighting 12%

Auxiliary 13%

Heating/Cooling 49%

Heating/Cooling 8%

Refridgerator 5%

Clothes Washer/Dryer 6%

Electronics 7%

Other 8%

[Appliances 28%] [Equipment 60%]

Unregulated Energy



2016, FEES and Carbon Compliance

Infrastructure Bill June 2014 sets “zero-carbon” home standard 
at Level 5 of the Code for Sustainable Homes, but permitting 
developers to build to Level 4 by using allowable solutions to 
achieve Level 5.

So current definition of “zero carbon” home where CO2 emissions from regulated 
energy use are limited or mitigated by a combination of three factors:

1. on-site energy efficiency measures (insulation/low energy heating systems) 
2. on-site zero carbon technologies (solar panels)
3. off-site measures to deal with any remaining emissions



1.  Achieving minimum Fabric Energy Efficiency Standards (FEES) based on
 space  heating and cooling:

 39 kWh/m2/year for apartments and mid-terraced houses.
 46 kWh/m2/year for end of terrace, semi-detached and detached houses.

2016, FEES and Carbon Compliance



2. Using low and zero carbon technologies and connected heat networks to limit 
 on site built emissions:
 

•  10 kg CO2(eq)/m2/year for detached houses.
•  11 kg CO2(eq)/m2/year for attached houses.
•  14 kg CO2(eq)/m2/year for low-rise apartments.

2016, FEES and Carbon Compliance



3. Where not possible to reduce regulated CO2 emissions to zero using these 
 on-site measures (1 &  2 above), remaining carbon emissions can be mitigated 
 through allowable off-site solutions.

2016, FEES and Carbon Compliance

Allowable
solutions
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Allowable Solutions

Still lacking in detail

Small sites will be exempt – how small?

Potential Delivery Routes

 1. 100% on-site or connected measures
 2. Developer free to choose and develop off-site actions 
 3. Contracting with third party Allowable Solutions provider
 4. Payment to a fund investing in abatement projects

Currently no decision on price of carbon per tonne.



Allowable Solutions



Context: Performance of Different House Types

Impact of past and future standards for an average semi-detatched house of 92m2



Context: Environmental and Economic Cost 
Benefits of Different House Types

House Type Tonnes per year Ave. Annual fuel bill

Georgian House 9.5

Average UK House 5.6 £1,400

2010 Standards 4.0

2013 Standards 3.5 £900

Anticipated 2016 standards 2.3

Code level 5 1.7 £100

Code Level 6 0



Postscript - The Code and new planning proposals

The current framework: “jumbled up mix of overlapping and 
contradicting policies and regulations”

Housing Standards Review seeks to resolve this: 

• reduce bureaucracy and costs
• reform and simplify the framework
• make the house building process easier to navigate
• reduce contradictions and overlaps
• allow local choice (“within sensible parameters”) 



DCLG has laid out timeline:

Spring 2015:  New regulations to be introduced in form of a planning statement.

After this, Code is wound down and Local Authorities (LAs) less able to enforce 
specific sustainability and energy requirements for planning

as now stage 1 stage 2

Postscript - The Code and new planning proposals



October 2015: New Approved Documents kick in, incorporating part of the Code as 
mandatory & additional.

LAs select and consolidate optional standards

October 2016: new Planning and Energy Act to target “zero carbon” for all developments
As it stands, only five sustainability categories carried over from current regulations: 
• Energy 
• Water 
• Access 
• Security 
• Space 

At the moment no other regulations or standards proposed. All other current 
sustainability criteria – such as ecology, material use and flood risk – will be removed. 

Building Control will be responsible for ensuring sustainability measures are 
implemented on site.

Postscript - The Code and new planning proposals



BRE has just launched (6th March 2015) their new voluntary code: 

The Home Quality Mark

Critical issues identified as:

• resilience to adverse and 
extreme weather

• mental and physical health
& wellbeing of occupants

• resource efficiency

• increased biodiversity

• low energy, water and 
maintenance costs

• improved connectivity

BRE and the Home Quality Mark



• Standards in no way reach carbon zero

• Having set carbon zero at such low level how do you improve moving toward 
2020, 2050 etc; carbon zero +, carbon zero ++? 

• Impact on global warming

• Standards further watered down before 2016.

• Separates design from carbon zero. 

• Easy for Developers to adopt ‘allowable solutions’ rather than carbon 
compliance standards.

• Occupiers may find energy bills higher than expected from zero-carbon home 
(with inclusion of allowable solutions charges).

Concerns



• Current proposal to exclude small sites.

• No definition on size of “small” sites

• Does not take account of embodied energy.

• Not clear how long-term maintenance and future alterations to be regulated.

• What of measures to deal with predicted and actual energy performance.

• Is the time-frame for change realistic.

Concerns

embodied
energy



New homes account for 1% of total housing stock each year

Impact of past and future standards for an average semi-detatched house of 92m2
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